
 

 

 

OUR QUALİTY STANDARTS 

WE SEIZE 10 PRINCIPLES IN EUROPEAN STANDARDS FOR MOBILITY 

 Information and guidance: We stand for every of our participant and we provide them reliable 

sources and materials for every course; and every of our Mobility documents are reliable and it has 

the chacteristics of a guidance. All of the courses are planned in a daily program in details, and the 

programs are qualified as a host.  

Learning plan: In all of the courses, they have a plan including the objectives and the expected 

results, evaluating, measuring and disseminating activities.  

Personalization: We prepared these mobilities modified and organized for the participants’ personal 

needs and necessities, skills, improvements and the needed materials. 

 General preparation: Before the courses, we have a process that includes specific needs and 

linguistic, pedagogical, legal, local, intercultural and financial aspects.  

Linguistic aspects: Within the linguistic experiences of our trainers, mainly English and Turkish, they 

know many languages each other.  

Logistical support: The course centers generally stand on a accessible point, and our organization 

provides you a help about the accommodation, your insurance, social security, or in any of the 

guarantee issue as a guidance.  

Coaching: Our trainers also have the role of being coach, direct and advisor both during and after the 

course duration.  

Recognition: Our organization provides you a learning agreement, and a Europass certificate showing 

your experience and recognition in your business and social living procedures.  

Integration and evaluation: During the course sessions, every of the subject matters are discussed, 

analyzed and evaluated after the coffee break. In addition to this, at the and of the theoretical 

sessions, the general evaluation sessions are implemented for the apprehension of our participants. 

So, they easily disseminate the activities and materials to another educational fields in their 

professional lives.  

Learning agreement: We prepare a learning agreement for the participants and sign them shows our 

services and contributions. Our courses also have the characteristics: -Innovative, modern and 

practical contented -Participative, team-building -Providing the professional skills -Cooperative, 

collaborative -Related to the real experiences of live -Discovering -European added value and 

standardized -Focused on the personal improvement of the individuals. 


